Paramagnetic-to-Diamagnetic Transition in Dense Liquid Iron and Its Influence on Electronic Transport Properties.
The electrical σ and thermal conductivity λ of liquid iron are calculated with spin-polarized density-functional-theory-based simulations over a significant pressure and temperature range using the Kubo-Greenwood formalism. We show that a paramagnetic state is stable in the liquid up to high temperatures at ambient pressure and that the discrepancy between experimental results and spin-degenerate simulations for σ and λ of more than 30% are reduced to within 10% with lower values resulting from the spin-polarized simulations. Along the 3700 K isotherm, we explore the persistence of magnetic fluctuations toward high densities, and beyond 20-50 GPa the liquid becomes diamagnetic, which suggests the existence of a continuous paramagnetic-to-diamagnetic transition. This transition exerts a significant influence on the physical properties of liquid iron, especially on σ and λ, and is potentially of high relevance for dynamo processes in Mercury and Mars.